
Dance Movements
Swim in the sea, placing your hands in front of your chest
with your palms facing out to move the water
Open your arms to the sides with palms facing in
Repeat the previous 2 gestures

Raise your “claws” like a tiger or a bear
Stretch out your arms with palms facing in
Bring your palms toward each other quickly without
touching
Raise your “claws” like a tiger or a bear
Raise a hand above your head, palm facing downward
Raise your “claws” like a tiger or a bear
Stretch out your arms with palms facing in
Bring your palms toward each other quickly without
touching
Raise your “claws” like a tiger or a bear
Raise a hand above your head, palm facing downward
Flap your wings (with your arms stretched out)
Bring your palms together, facing each other but without
touching, in front of your chest
Repeat the previous 2 actions

*REPEAT THE GESTURES FROM THE 1 st CHORUS*

Raise your “claws” like bear
Raise a hand above your head, palm facing downward,
and look up at it
Repeat the previous 2 actions

Song Lyrics

How big is the whale?

It’s very, very big.
How big is the whale?
It’s very, very big.
Animals,
Big and
small

Animals,
very tall
Animals,
Big and
small

Animals,
very tall
How small is the bird?
It’s very, very small.

How small is the bird?
It’s very, very small.
Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall
Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall

How tall is the bear?
It’s very, very tall.

How tall is the bear?
It’s very, very tall.
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Dance Movements
*REPEAT THE GESTURES FROM THE 1 st CHORUS*

Put your palms together in front of you, perpendicular to 
the ground and make “S” shapes as you move your arms
forward
Pretend you’re looking at a measuring tape: pinch it
between the index and thumb of each hand (palms facing
in). From this position, stretch your arms out to the side
looking at the “tape” from one side to the other
Repeat the previous 2 actions

*REPEAT THE GESTURES FROM THE 1 st CHORUS*

Song Lyrics

Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall
Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall
How long is the snake?

It’s very, very long.

How long is the snake? It’s
very, very long.
Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall
Animals,
Big and
small
Animals,
very tall
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